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CONTENT
• Reasons behind supply tight since 2021
• Will weaker-than-expected mine copper production widen
the supply gap?
• Will retaliatory spending be concentrated after this round of
epidemic?
• What is the outlook for demand driven by carbon peaking
and carbon neutrality goals?
• Copper price trend
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Mine copper production by major country
• Based on ICSG data,global copper concentrate output in 2021 was 17.234 million tons, up 3.7% year
on year and 4.0% higher than 2019. SX-EW copper output was 3.862 million tons, down 3.9% yearon-year and 3.4% from 2019. In 2021, global mine copper was 21.097 million tons, up 2.2% year on
year and up 2.6% compared with 2019.
• In january-March, global mine copper ouput increased 2.5% year-on-year. Among them, copper
concentrate output increased 1.9% year-on-year; SX-EW copper output increased 4.8% year-on-year.
• In Chile, mine copper production in january-March, down 6.9% year-on-year. The output of copper
concentrate decreased 9.3% year-on-year; SX-EW copper increased 0.7% year-on-year.
• In Peru, mine copper production increased 6.9% year-on-year in january-March. The output of copper
concentrate increased 3.0% year-on-year; SX-EW copper increased by 45.8% year-on-year.

• Peru copper mines in emergency: MMG Las Bambas, Southern copper Cuajone，Glencore
Antapaccay, etc. In addition, BHP Billiton's Escondida operation in Chile was also affected.
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Copper output by major comany
Company
Codelco
BHP
Glencore
Freeport-McMoRan
Southern Copper
First Quantum
KGHM
Antofagata
Rio Tinto
Anglo American
Vale
Teck Resources
Zijin Mining
MMG

2021 copper
output
171.3
163.6（104.3）
119.6
172.7
95.8
81.6
75.4
72.2
49.4
64.7
29.7
28.7
58.4
33.8（29.0）

2022 copper output
guidance
flat
157-162
111.5
down
92.2
81-88
—
66-69
50-57.5
68-76
33-35.5
27.3-29
86
34.5-37

2022 Q1 copper
output
38.8
37.0
25.8
45.9
21.5
18.2
19.3
13.9
12.5
14.0
5.7
6.7
19.4
7.9（6.9）

2022 Q1 YoY
-6%
6%
-14%
11%
-10%
-11%
4%
-24%
4%
-13%
-26%
-6.9%
53%
2%（7%）

Source: Company’s annual report;
Unit:10kt
Note: Data in brackets are copper concentrates production
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Tight supply to be continued due to transport problems
• Supply disruptions in 2022 could be larger than expected.
• The delayed return to normal transport also intensified the periodic
mismatch between supply and demand.
• Congestion and lack of containers continue at ports around the world.Land
transport is also restricted in some areas (Africa, Europe, China)。
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China’s refined copper production
Antaike monthly sample enterprises cathode copper output（10kt）

Source: Antaike
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Short term and long term consumption
• Short term：
• The direct or indirect impact of various emergencies.
• The economic impact of the epidemic began in late March and more in April.
• Will there be retaliatory consumption after the epidemic?

• Mid-and-long term：
• Growth in new demand vs decline in old demand with higher copper density, resulting in a relatively flat demand
growth curve.
• Overall, the global shift from fossil fuels to electrification is a long-term concept of demand driving, which is expected to
delay the peak time of domestic copper consumption and extend the fluctuation time in the peak plateau.
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Overseas consumption is doing better, but is starting to decline
PMI in US & eurozone

US durable goods orders month rate

Sources: Antaike, public information
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Inventory
Global visible inventory & SHFE spot copper price

10kt

Source: Antaike

• No funds dare to take the initiative to short in the previous low inventory state
• Things have changed.
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Global supply and demand - copper concentrate supply is still short;
refined copper is tightly balanced
Global Cu concentrate production/consumption & forecast
(10kt)

Global refined copper production/consumption & forecast
(10kt)

Sources: Antaike
Note:inventory factor is not taken into account
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Prices outlook:step back to fundamentals
• Copper: Fundamentals can be amplified by funds.
• Fundamentals do not support a normalization of prices near historic highs. Of course, unless the
economy is on the brink of recession again, even a modest correction and reshuffle will not mark
a cyclical bear market. Prices will not fall smoothly.

• China: infrastructure VS pressure in some sectors (e.g. real estate); Monetary policy has actually
been looser.
• Prices from capital driven gradually return to fundamental dominance.

• There is a risk of correction, but the height of copper price has been redefined.
• Prices may hit periodic highs this year. Over the next few years, prices shifted slightly down from the
highs and then rebounded (fundamentals tightened, Fed rate hike cycles). Overall is still at
historically high levels.
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Introduction to Antaike
• About Antaike：
• Beijing Antaike Information Development Co., Ltd.(Antaike) is the leading information provider based in China for the Chinese and
world metals and mining industry. It offers clients a complete service by daily-updated reports on three websites(www.antaike.com,
www.metalchina.com and www.atk.com.cn), regular reports through nine publications, production and market data by several multiclient studies and databases, and market analysis with a number of customer-tailored consultancy services.

• It retains a team of high-qualified people consisting of 120 employees in 11 departments. Among its employees, 27 have a degree of
master and 20 are the professorate senior engineer. And as a member of standing director of Beijing Consulting Association, it are
officially approved to be involved in consulting services to foreign clients by the National Bureau of Statistics(NBS).

• Company History：
• Antaike was incorporated in Beijing in 1992, affiliated to China Nonferrous Metals Industry Association(CNIA). It was reformed as a
state-run joint-stock company in 1998 with lion’s share(51%) held by the Information Center of China National Nonferrous Metals
Industry and the remaining(49%) by its employees.

• Client：
• Antaike’s clients include almost all the large-sized nonferrous metals producers, trading companies, government departments,
research organizations, international metals makers, transnational mining companies, financial institutions, etc. Circulation of its
publications exceeds 3000.

• Information of Antaike’s consultancy services：
• Individual client consulting is a main component of Antaike’s business scope. Over years of development, Antaike has built up a
continuously updated industrial database, established good contacts with Chinese metals producers and traders, and set up a team
with good understanding about Chinese metals market and industry movements. It is always able to apply its specialized industrial
knowledge and skill to respond effectively and efficiently to the needs of clients. It completes around 20 consultancies assignments
each year and around 10 of them are to seek analysis of the real metals market environment and industry development in China.
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Copper Information Products & Reports

E-mail：copper@antaike.com
中文产品联系人：孙红霞 13301715255（同微信）
The Contact of English Products：Ding Chenfang 8610-63978092-8359
Zhang Hao
8610-63978092-8109
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Stannum Information Products & Reports

E-mail：Chinatin@163.com
中文产品联系人：杨依林 010-63978092-8090
郭 宁 010-63971630
The Contact of English Products：Ding Chenfang 8610-63978092-8359
Zhang Hao
8610-63978092-8109
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